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Abstract

Cruising for parking in city centers is a problem for many
motorists and for communities that need to reduce emissions.
A widespread provision of parking assistance to address this
problem requires a scalable system to generate availability
information. Existing approaches to estimate the availabil-
ity of parking spaces use supervised learning and depend on
ground-truth labeling processes involving sensors or manual
data collection. This dependency constraints the widespread
roll-out and operation of such systems as the ground-truth
data collection for model training, monitoring and retrain-
ing is prohibitively expensive. We describe a parking avail-
ability prediction system for paid on-street parking zones that
does not depend on costly ground-truth labeling. The new ap-
proach uses solely data from parking ticket bookings via a
mobile phone app. Every parking transaction serves as an im-
plicit signal for the availability of one parking spot shortly
before the booking. The system leverages this weak supervi-
sion signal by applying algorithms and metrics for positive-
unlabeled learning (PU-learning). This approach enables the
deployment in diverse regions, as well as the scalable moni-
toring and retraining of models. We evaluate our framework
on a public dataset from Seattle.

Introduction
Cruising for parking is a major problem in urban areas.
Drivers waste time and energy when searching for parking.
The additional traffic causes congestion and the emissions
pollute the environment. To address these problems, cities
and companies alike work on smart parking systems, that
optimize the parking process. The critical input for smart
parking systems is accurate availability information, hence
prediction of parking availability is an active research field
in the transportation and applied machine learning domains.

We focus on the problem of determining the availability
of parking spaces in paid on-street parking zones which are
sometimes also called paid curb side parking areas. These
parking zones represent a set of parking spaces often cov-
ered by the same parking ticket machine. There is no stan-
dard for how city administrations divide streets into paid
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Figure 1: Parking zones in Seattle. Each line corresponds to
one parking zone for which we aim to predict the availability
status.

parking zones and little published data on how large these
parking zones are or how many parking spaces they contain.
Most high-demand on-street parking spaces in city centers
and areas close to other points of interest are paid parking
zones and hence they represent a highly relevant scope for
availability prediction. An example for this parking zones
in Seattle is shown in Figure 1. In Seattle one parking zone
usually covers one street segment from one intersection to
the next.
Various supervised learning approaches have been proposed
that use data from sensors and cameras or parking meter
transactions as a central data source, respectively. The de-
pendency of the supervised methods on costly labeled data
is a prohibitive factor to the widespread and sustainable de-
ployment. Parking patterns are likely to vary between cites
and regions. Hence, any supervised parking availability pre-
diction method would require an economical ground-truth
sampling scheme to validate the prediction quality when
a model is deployed in a different region than the one it
was trained on. Second, urban parking is arguably a non-
stationary environment and data shifts are very likely to oc-
cur over time. The sustainable operation of a parking avail-
ability prediction system requires a scalable way to monitor
the quality of the parking-availability information and to re-
train the models if the prediction quality decreases.

Our objective is to enable the widespread, economical,
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and sustainable deployment of an availability prediction sys-
tem for paid on-street parking using machine learning. Meet-
ing this objective requires achieving a prediction quality suf-
ficient for practical purposes with data that can be collected
over time in various regions at a very low cost. Our suc-
cess criterion is therefore not to exceed the prediction per-
formance of supervised parking availability models, but to
eliminate the dependency on sources of labeled data that pre-
vent an economical and widespread deployment.

In this article, we describe a novel availability prediction
system for paid on-street parking zones that is based solely
on ticket booking data recorded by a mobile phone app. We
propose a labeling rule based on the mild assumption that
at least one parking spot was free for one minute immedi-
ately before a transaction started to construct positive labels
for parking spot availability. This labeling rule enables us to
create training and evaluation data from a single, inexpen-
sive and readily available data source and thereby resolves
the dependency on costly ground-truth data collection.

The labeling rule generates data with only positive and
unlabeled examples of parking availability. We cannot con-
struct negative examples in the same way since the absence
of parking transactions may indicate that a parking zone is
fully occupied but also that it is vacant due to a temporary
lack of demand. This requires the application of methods for
positive-unlabeled (PU) learning and evaluation that were
proposed in recent contributions to this active field of weakly
supervised machine learning research.

In summary our main contributions are the following:
• We propose a data labeling rule for parking availability

based on paid parking transactions which eliminates the
dependency on costly manual or sensor based ground-
truth data collection.

• We (re)frame the prediction of parking availability in paid
parking zones as positive unlabeled (PU) learning task as
opposed to existing supervised learning approaches.

• We describe a deployment-ready system including scal-
able model learning, verification, and monitoring compo-
nents.

• We show that the proposed system performs well using
data from Seattle.

Related Work
Parking Availability
Parking availability prediction is an active research field
in applied machine learning. Several approaches were pro-
posed that can be grouped by the ground-truth data collec-
tion variant they use.

One approach is to directly observe availability based on
fixed sensor installations like cameras or in-ground sensors
(Shinde et al. 2016; Bura et al. 2018), which constantly pro-
vide accurate parking data in real time. The high costs of in-
stalling and maintaining such systems prevent a widespread
use beyond some pilot cites (Nandugudi et al. 2014).
The second central data source are parking meter transac-
tions, which exist in abundance, as they are recorded in
most urban regions during the payment process. It has been

shown that meter transactions are a good predictor of occu-
pancy (Yang and Qian 2017; Sonntag and Schmidt-Thieme
2020). The existing approaches argue that they do not need
ground-truth data during deployment, however they apply
supervised learning and hence depend on ground-truth la-
bels collected by sensors to train models and to monitor their
service. Hence, the deployment of these models is limited
to areas where at least historic ground-truth labeled data is
available, which significantly narrows the scope.
One approach to limit the dependency on ground-truth data
was recently introduced by Zhang et al. (2020). The authors
propose a semi-supervised learning algorithm relying only
on few sensor data and regard all other locations as unla-
beled. A similar idea was developed by Ionita et al. (2018)
where the authors transfer parking information from sen-
sored areas to non-sensored areas by calculating similarity
values between neighbourhoods based on background data.
However both methodologies can not be trained in the com-
plete absence of sensor data and equally important there is
no way to monitor the accuracy of such a solution during
deployment.
An other variant is the use of the sensor data created by mo-
bile phones and vehicles to detect available parking spots
(Carnelli et al. 2017; Krieg et al. 2016). A practical deploy-
ment, however, has to deal with the highly irregular spatio-
temporal coverage of this data. It also depends on a curated
representation of parking restrictions to not show available
spaces where parking is prohibited (Arora et al. 2019).

Positive-Unlabeled Learning
Since one major aspect of our contribution is the refram-
ing of parking availability prediction as positive-unlabeled
learning problem we want to introduce some important con-
cepts without going into details. For a detailed overview
about PU-learning we recommend Bekker and Davis (2020).
In general PU-learning tries to solve a classification problem
in a setting where only some positive labels are available
while the unlabeled data contains both positive and negative
observations.
One important concept to enable learning in that setting is to
make assumptions about the labeling process. Most methods
like (Elkan and Noto 2008; Lee and Liu 2003) require the so
called SCAR-assumption, which states that the labeled pos-
itives are Selected Completely At Random among all pos-
itives or more formally p(x|y = 1) = p(x|y = 1, l = 1)
where l = 1 is the property of the observation being la-
beled. More recent research tries to relax this assumption
and allows a bias in the labeling process (Kato, Teshima,
and Honda 2019).
An other important concept in PU-settings is the class prior
π = p(y = 1) which is required as an input for many model
training approaches (Kiryo et al. 2017; Kato, Teshima, and
Honda 2019). The problem of class prior estimation is there-
fore also well studied in the literature (Christoffel, Niu, and
Sugiyama 2016; Ramaswamy, Scott, and Tewari 2016).
PU-learning arises naturally in many applications like iden-
tifying disease genes (Yang et al. 2012), text classification
(Li and Liu 2003) and targetet marketing (Fei et al. 2013).
To the best of our knowledge we are the first to propose PU-
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learning in the transportation domain.

Our Methodology
We propose a prediction system for the availability of paid
parking spaces using solely the transaction data that is auto-
matically generated by the mobile app PayByPhone1. The
main idea of our approach is to leverage the transactions
as a signal for parking space availability and use positive-
unlabeled machine learning approaches to infer the current
parking situation.

Our framework covers all components of a machine learn-
ing workflow as introduced by Ashmore, Calinescu, and Pa-
terson (2019) including data management, model learning,
model verification and monitoring. This section gives a de-
tailed description of all the components. We summarize our
system in Figure 3.
The system as described here is currently implemented to
enable parking availability services in the PayByPhone App.

Data Management
We operate a system that receives all parking transactions
that are paid via mobile phone in real-time. Since mobile
phone transactions are already digitalised for parking en-
forcement purposes this is a straightforward and mild as-
sumption. Each parking transaction comes with a location
identifier, a start- and an expiration timestamp. Our goal is
to predict the current availability status for all locations (i.e.
whether there is at least one more free parking space) given
only the transactional history.
The number of ongoing transactions does not directly trans-
late into occupancy since people do not stick to their paid
duration or do not pay at all (Yang and Qian 2017). Hence
we lack ground-truth labels that are required for a standard
supervised learning setting.
The key idea of our methodology is to define an implicit la-
beling approach that is based on the idea that a parking space
was available right before someone parked and paid for a
ticket. Namely we define the following labeling scheme:

Labeling Rule: For each transaction T assign a positive la-
bel to the corresponding location at the previous timestamp.

Figure 2 illustrates how this labeling approach works.
Following this idea we can generate a positive availability la-
bel for every transaction that we receive and therefore con-
stantly build and enlarge a training dataset. Since we con-
sider parking locations with many parking spaces we can
not generate negative labels (fully occupied) with the same
logic which is why we are required to use positive-unlabeled
(PU) learning methodologies to learn from that data. Fur-
thermore we emphasize that our labeling is very sparse,
i.e. we still don’t have labels for the majority of location-
timestamp combinations. The fact that we can observe only
digital payments, hence a fraction of all parking transactions
increases this challenge.
Parking transactions do no not only provide labels but are

also used to generate features for the model. Obviously one

1https://www.paybyphone.com/

Figure 2: An example of our labeling approach. We show a
parking location with three spaces over time. A black line
indicates the parking session of an unobserved car while a
green line is an observed parking session. The upper row
shows the ground-truth label per timestamp while the lower
row shows the labeled datapoints according to our labeling
rule.

can consider the number of cars with a valid ongoing ses-
sion as a signal for availability but one can also consider
more complicated representations of the transactional his-
tory. In earlier research we showed that features generated
from parking transactions can be exploited to learn about
parking availability when there is a ground-truth dataset
available for training (Sonntag and Schmidt-Thieme 2020).
We describe our detailed feature engineering approach in the
experiments section.

Model Learning and Verification
Since our labeling approach can only generate positive la-
bels of availability, we are dealing with the well known
positive-unlabeled (PU)-learning setting. In the last years a
variety of models were proposed to deal with this special
setting of semi-supervised learning. Our system in principal
allows any PU-model to be trained on the dataset created by
our labeling rule and to be deployed afterwards. The more
tricky part is how to decide in the absence of ground-truth
data

• which model to choose among all candidates,

• whether a certain model is good enough for deployment.

Hence we need an evaluation schema based only on posi-
tive and unlabeled data. This is a general problem in PU-
settings and hence has already received some attention from
a theoretical perspective. In our framework we use the re-
sults from Jain et al. (2016). They propose to calculate the
false positve rate η and true positive rate γ based on the clas-
sification between labeled and unlabeled data (i.e. we regard
all unlabeled data as negative). Then the precision pPU and
recall rPU of the PU-model can be estimated based on the
pre-estimated class prior π. For the recall w.r.t. PU-setting
we have simply rPU = γ while for the precision we have
pPU = πγ

η . Hence the PU-adopted F1 score can be defined
as

F1PU = 2
pPU · rPU
pPU + rPU

. (1)

We therefore can evaluate all models on a positive-unlabeled
testset generated from transaction data and choose the best
performing model as release candidate. Furthermore the PU-
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Figure 3: Our proposed parking system architecture

F1-score enables us to set a threshold of a minimum perfor-
mance before deploying a new model to production.

Deployment and Monitoring
With the approach described so far we can generate PU-
models for every city that allows mobile phone payment
for parking. Furthermore we can decide whether we want
to include a given city based on the model performance on
the PU-testset. Since mobile parking transactions are already
digital we can easily get access by deploying a simple data
forwarding pipeline and hence calculate features in realtime.
With access to transaction data all other components can be
build using standard machine learning architectures and best
practices.
Serving a parking availability system in production requires
the capability of constantly monitoring the quality and stale-
ness of the model (Breck et al. 2017). For parking availabil-
ity systems based on supervised learning this used to be only
possible with significant time delay and high costs, since
new hand-labeled data needed to be acquired for validation.
However given our evaluation schema based on equation (1)
we can easily monitor the performance over time and inter-
vene if quality deteriorates.

Experiments
Based on the real-word ground-truth data from Seattle we
empirically prove that our system achieves good perfor-
mance and our evaluation schema provides meaningful rank-
ing of different models. Furthermore we show that our
model verification process identifies areas with poor perfor-
mance during training and hence prevents a bad user experi-
ence.

Data
We use the public available Seattle Annual-Parking-Study-
Data2 as ground-truth for evaluation purposes. The data

2https://data.seattle.gov/Transportation/Annual-Parking-Study-
Data/7jzm-ucez

is manually collected on the street by the Seattle Depart-
ment of Transportation starting in 2014. Most data is from
spring each year while some datasets include summer stud-
ies. Some insights and further information on this study are
publicly available3.
We were provided corresponding mobile parking transaction
data from 2015 to 2019 by the company PayByPhone. The
rate of mobile transactions among all paid parking transac-
tions varies between 20 and 50 percent depending on the
area.
The data is sampled from 25 different areas in Seattle where
each area has it’s own parking policy in terms of pricing,
opening hours and maximum duration of stay. One parking
zone in Seattle usually corresponds to one street segment
from one intersection to the next (as shown in Figure 1).

In the study the city reports the current number of cars at a
given street block. Since parking spaces are not necessarily
marked we estimate the capacity of a block with the maxi-
mum number of cars that that were observed in parallel.
We create the labeled dataset by creating a labeled datapoint
for every transaction one minute before the transaction starts
and add the same amount of unlabeled data by randomly se-
lecting location-time pairs where no transactions were ob-
served.
Based on the transactions and our methodology we provide
a positive label to roughly 2.5 percent of the observations.
Although the transaction data is not completely public the
city publishes recent transaction data4 with the same format
than the data we used.

Feature Engineering
Considering a location l at a given timestamp, we have ac-
cess to all previous transactions T . We consider all parking
transactions in T that are valid for location l, have already
started and are not expired for more than one hour. For those
transactions we calculate

• Remaining valid time in minutes

• Time passed since transaction started in minutes

Both features are computed per transaction and we use
padding to account for different numbers of transaction per
timestamp. These features represent the current occupancy
level based on transactions where we account for the fact
that the probability of a car still being parked at time t
changes with the length and the remaining time of a parking
session (Yang and Qian 2017). We use the following addi-
tional features per location and timestamp

• number of ongoing transactions

• location identifier (categorical)

• hour of the day

• weekday

• year

3www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/SDOT/-
ParkingProgram/PaidParking/SDOT AnnualReport2018.pdf

4https://data.seattle.gov/Transportation/Paid-Parking-
Transaction-Data/gg89-k5p6
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(a) F1 score evaluated on ground-truth data in Seattle
(b) PU-F1-score evaluated in our PU-Framework based soly on trans-
actions in Seattle Belltown

Figure 4: PU models show good performance when tested on ground-truth data (4a) and model selection in the absence of
ground-truth data based on PU-F1 score preserves ordering (4b).

The identifier enables us to learn location specific availabil-
ity patterns while the other features can capture temporal
trends and seasonality in the data.
We want to emphasize the fact that although we deal with
time dependant observations we consider our setting not as
a time series prediction problem. In classical time series pre-
diction one is able to observe a process xt and aims to pre-
dict a future state xt+h while in our setting we are not able
to observe the process of availability regularly for t < t0.
We leave the question whether PU-based time series classi-
fication (Nguyen, Li, and Ng 2011) can increase the perfor-
mance for future research.

Model Candidates
There exists various methods in the literature for learning
on positive and unlabeled data. For this work we consid-
ered three different methodologies with different assump-
tions and strengths.

1. With Elkan we denote the methodology proposed by
Elkan and Noto (2008). It’s considered as one of the pio-
neers work in PU-learning and is supposed to work well
under the standard SCAR assumption. As base models
to classify labeled vs unlabeled data we used linear re-
gression, random forest and SVM during hyperparameter
training and select the one that performs best on F1PU .

2. DRSB is the densitiy ratio estimation proposed by Kato,
Teshima, and Honda (2019) which is able to handle data
with a selection bias in the labeling process.
Since this methodology requires a pre-estimated class
prior we follow their work and use the km2 estimator pro-
posed by Ramaswamy, Scott, and Tewari (2016).

3. NN-PU refers to the non-negative risk estimator imple-
mentation in combination with neural network architec-
tures for PU-learning by Kiryo et al. (2017). We consid-
ered network architectures with 3 and 6 layers with 100
nodes each and ReLU activation function during hyper-
parameter training. As for the DRSB method we used
the class prior estimation from (Ramaswamy, Scott, and
Tewari 2016).

Model performance in Seattle (F1/PU-F1)
Model Whole city Uptown

(best area)
Denny Tri-
angle (worst
area)

Random 0.58/0.64 0.61/0.65 0.51/0.63
Elkan 0.75/0.67 0.79/0.66 0.62/0.72
DRSB 0.77/0.87 0.82/0.80 0.68/0.88
NN-PU 0.82/0.93 0.89/0.91 0.71/0.90
GT-Catboost 0.88/ 0.91/ 0.83/

Table 1: Model performance in Seattle

We furthermore consider non-PU methodologies as refer-
ences

1. GT-Catboost is the Catboost model by Prokhorenkova
et al. (2018), which is a state-of-the-art gradient boost-
ing algorithm, trained on fully labeled ground-truth data.
Since all labels are made available during training we can
not hope to outperform this approach, but we consider it
as an indicator of the predictability of the dataset and as
an upper bound of what one can achieve with massive in-
vestments in ground-truth data.

2. With Random we denote a random model which guesses
the availability state of a parking location with equal prob-
ability on each class. We consider this as a lower bound
to prove that our labeling approach provides useful infor-
mation to the model.

Results
In order to provide a first indication that our approach works,
we regard Seattle as the pilot city to roll-out our availability
system and train one model for the whole city.
In addition to that we consider each area separately to pro-
vide some statistics about model quality and verification. We
report ground-truth results in terms of F1-score as well as
PU-based performance in terms of estimated PU-F1 score
with equation (1) in Table 1 for the whole city as well as for
two selected areas, namely Uptown where we achieve the
best results and Denny Triangle where we achieve the low-
est performance after removing outliers in the model verifi-
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Figure 5: Distribution of F1 performance in 19 areas of Seat-
tle

cation step.
We first take a closer look at the complete city of Seattle. As
expected the model trained on ground-truth performs best
and hence should be favored when smart sensor data allows
the collection of such data.
However we find that PU-learning trained on the data cre-
ated by our labeling rule provides strong performance given
the huge amount of unlabeled data and the high scalability
of this approach. Comparing the three candidate models we
find that every considered PU-model is significantly better
than no model (random guessing) while the more sophis-
ticated models outperform the relatively simple model by
Elkan and Noto (2008).
For the purpose of evaluation and model selection it is im-
portant to note that we find the same order of the models
when considering the PU-F1 score calculated on the pseudo-
labeled testset (see Figure 4).
We now take a closer look at different areas and consider
each one separately, i.e. for each area we train all models
and select the one that performs best based on the pseudo-
labeled dataset with PU-F1-score. After removing areas with
less than 150 ground-truth observations we conduct the ex-
periments in the remaining 19 areas.
The distribution of the performance of the PU-models
among different areas as shown in Figure 5 proves that the
PU approach works well in the vast majority of the areas.
The average improvement of the PU-model chosen based on
PU-metrics over a random model is above 30 percent.
However we also notice outliers which indicates that the
training can fail for certain areas or cities. We therefore need
to investigate whether we can identify such cities already in
our verification step to prevent a deployment of our system
in that specific area. That is why we investigate the relation-

Figure 6: Correlation between PU metric and on-street per-
formance

ship between PU-metrics and on-street performance in the
next section more systematically.

Model evaluation with PU-metrics
Model evaluation based on PU-metrics is used in our frame-
work for model selection as well as model verification. We
first investigate the issue of model selection during training.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the achieved on-street F1-
scores among all areas for PU-models selected by our evalu-
ation schema, randomly selected PU-models among all three
candidates and PU models chosen based on their (unknown)
ground-truth performance, hence always choosing the best
model.

We find that PU-F1 score gives good indications about
ground-truth performance with an accuracy of correctly
chosen models of 72 percent and an average drop of F1-
performance of only two percent compared to the best per-
forming PU-models. On the other hand choosing models
with PU-metrics gives an eleven percent boost compared
to randomly chosen PU-models. Hence we find that PU-F1-
score provides a reliable and inexpensive way to select mod-
els for production.
However one has to be careful when interpreting the PU-
F1-score since we found that this metric is systematically
overestimating the actual performance on the street (see Fig-
ure 6). Also the correlation between the two metrics is not
as clear as one would hope. A possible reason for this be-
haviour is the area-dependant class prior estimation-error
since the class prior is critical for PU-metric calculation. We
leave the question how to optimally estimate the class prior
and it’s influence in the parking availability case for future
research.
However it is also clearly visible that exceptional bad
ground-truth performance is reflected in a low PU-F1 met-
ric. With regard to model verification we find that setting
a threshold of PU-F1-score around 0.75 eliminates the two
worst-performing areas while removing only one area with
good performance.
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Conclusion
We describe a deployment-ready system for the prediction of
the availability of parking spaces at the parking-zone level.
The system depends solely on the stream of digital park-
ing fee payment transactions, in our example made via the
mobile parking app PayByPhone. The system stands out in
that it resolves the dependency on ground-truth labels which
is the bottleneck of existing systems that apply supervised
learning methods to predict parking availability. A key ad-
vantage besides saving the cost for ground-truth data collec-
tion is the systems scalability, as mobile parking payment
services are available in many cities worldwide and the rel-
evant data is already digital.

The core principle is to enhance the parking payment
transaction data with the help of a labeling rule. The label-
ing rule is based on the mild assumption that each payment
transaction indicates the availability of at least one park-
ing space at the respective location shortly before, and as-
signs a positive availability label, respectively. We further
described a complete model training and evaluation schema
based based on the only positive and unlabeled (PU) data
that we created by applying the labeling rule. Experiments
with PU-learning methodologies from the literature eval-
uated in different areas in Seattle show that the approach
yields an accuracy suitable for practical use.

While there is some research about minimizing the depen-
dency on ground-truth data, e.g. by using it only for training
or exploiting semi-supervised learning approaches, we are
the first to propose an end-to-end parking availability sys-
tem that can even be trained and monitored in the complete
absence of labeled ground-truth data. The scalability of our
approach comes at the cost of some prediction accuracy loss
compared to the supervised learning setting, however still
achieves decent results.
We furthermore argue that this paper can be regarded as
a proof-of-concept that an intuitive designed labeling rule
based on transactions provide valuable information that can
be leveraged by standard PU-learning methods. We believe
that the performance can be further increased by building
PU-models that are designed for our specific problem type,
e.g. by regarding parking occupancy as a time series. Also
the problem of class prior estimation in the case of parking
availability should be further investigated since it’s a major
part of model training as well as evaluation. We were able to
show that a given state-of-the art approach yields good re-
sults but also leads to an overestimated PU-F1-score during
evaluation. To investigate the performance of different class
prior estimations and the influence to the overall system is
an other question for further research.
An other interesting approach for further research is to
design additional labeling rules based on parking domain
knowledge and use the data programming framework in-
troduced by Ratner et al. (2016) which can deal with noisy
heuristic labels.
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